Abstract: It is dfitit to quantify the portion of coasting vehicle noise that is due to tire-pavement interaction alone. There are often contributions from aerodynamic noise of the vehicle, transmission whine, noise from suspension components, and other miscellaneous sources, The towed-trailer method used in the revised S~J-S7 standard has been shown to be an effective means of isolating tire-pavement noise for truck tires. This paper reports the results of a test program conducted by SM Tire Noise Standards Committee to evaluate the feasibility of towed-trailer coast-by testing of passenger and light truck tires.
The S~Tire Noise Standards Committee undertook the development of a passenger tire coast-by test procedure. It was known that the ISO~C 31/ WG 3 [1,2] working group was developing a towed trailer test. Therefore, an investigation was undertaken to determine the feasibility of a tow vehicle that was sticienfly quiet to test passenger tires with the capacity to tow the loads necessary for the largest light truck tires. A test program was to be conducted ex~Ioring the worst case scenario: a tow vehicle equipped to pull the largest loads exTected for light truck tires and the quietest passenger tires. In addition, the ISO~C 3 l~G 3 drfi procedure was evaluated.
TEST DEVELOP~NT
The first step in developing this test was to define the critical parameters. It was determined that the minimum tire sound level at 80 H for present and anticipated tire designs in the foreseeable fiture would be 70~A. The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company provided a P 14S/80RI 3 tire meeting this level. This necessitated a tow vehicle achieving a sound level of 67 @A. Another issue was the large span in load range for these tires. The committee determined a minimum load of 4S4 Kilograms (1000 pounds) and a m~ximum Ioad 1542 Kg. (3400 Lb,). Based on vehicle availability, a Ford Crown Victoria was selected for use in tks test. To achieve the required vehicle coast-by level, sound barriers with absorptive interior surfaces were pIaced around each wheel well, the sides of the vehicle between the front and rear wheels, and the rear of the vehicle below the bumper, The sound enclosures and their application are described in a separate paper by Harris and Williams [3] , The tests conducted are outlined in Table 1 ,
DISCUSSION OF WSULTS
For the tow vehicle alone, at 60 Ktih the measured coast-by level was 55.6 dBA, and at 80~h the level was well below the target of 67~A at 60.7~A. Measurements were also made of the tow vehicle alone without the sound enclosures attached to the vehicle. At 60 Knfi the measured coast-by level was 61.5~A and at 80 Kti the leveI was 64.1 dBA. The reductions achieved were 5.9 dBA at 60~h and 3.4 dBA at 80 Kti. From the S~J57 calculation, the tire was found to have a sound level of 60.1 dBA at 60 Kti and 63.8 dBA at 80 Wh [2, 3, 4] . Comparing the tow vehicle alone sound leveI to the combined tow vehicle and trailer levels, it is clear that a valid test was obtained. The d~erences were 5.8 dBA and 4.8 dBA with both much greater than the minimum of 3 dBA. From Events 5, 6, 15, and 16 tire sound levels from time history subtraction according to the 1S0 procedure were computed. The calculated levels were 60.7 dBA and 63,3 dBA. These compare weI1with the results of the SAE method computation. The level difference between the 1S0 and SAE procedures is 0.6 dB or less.
CONCLUSION
There are several conclusions which can be drawn concerning tire coast-by noise testing. It is possible to sticienfly quiet a tow vehicle so that coast-by testing can be conducted for the quietest passenger tires to the highest load range light truck tires. The S~J57 recommended practice is a viable method for conducting such tests. With rninimd adaptation, this truck test procedure can be used to qnantify passenger tire sound levels. The draft ISO~C 3 l~G 3 towed trailer test procedure is also a viable means for quanti~ting tire coast-by noise,
